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Worksheet for Future Tense

Present Tense describes the events that

are happening in the present.

Past Tense describes events that have

happened earlier.

Future Tense talks about those events that

will happen in the future. 

Tenses tell about the timing or continuation of

action (verb). Tenses have three forms- 

What are Tenses?

Future Tense is used for events or activities that will occur in future. It has four parts- Simple

Future, Future Continuous, Future Perfect, and Future Perfect Continuous. 

Simple Future Tense

The train will arrive at 12 p.m.

She shall send me an important email today.

It describes an action that will take place in future. It expresses facts. “Will/ Shall” is used to

denote the action will take place in the future. The verb does not change its form.

Examples- 

Future Continuous/Progressive Tense

It talks about an action that will most likely occur in the future and last for a specific period of

time. It's made up of the words 'will/shall + be + the present participle (the root verb + -ing).'
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I will be sleeping till 7 a.m. tomorrow

They shall be playing well by the end of the month.

Examples-
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Part - I

Future Perfect Tense

I will have completed the work by the time you get home.

The critics will have reviewed the movie by the time credits roll on the screen.

It indicates an action that will take place in the future at a set time The tense is written as

“will have/shall have + past participle of the verb.”

Examples-

Future Perfect Continuous/Progressive Tense

He will have been spending the entire holiday season working.

In December, I will have been working for this company for 9 years.

This tense indicates an action that will last until a future date. It is formed as “will + have +

been + present participle form of the verb.

 

Examples- 

Fill in the blanks using suitable forms of Future Tense.

The employees will __ for home after the meeting. (leave)

I will __ the farmers’ market today at 3 p.m. (visit)

The student will __ his homework on time. (complete)

They will have __ this work by tomorrow. (finish)

She will be __ out for her friend’s birthday party tomorrow. (go)

The children will be __ cricket today evening at the playground. (play)

He will have __ this room with balloons for a party by 6 p.m. (decorate)

Will you __ me some money? (lend)

Jane will be __ by evening.  (leave)

We will be __ to Poland next week to attend a function. (travel)

Jerry will be __ to bed early tonight. (go)

She will __ only fresh fruits and salad for lunch. (eat)

Frank will __ after the kids in the absence of his wife. (look)

The painter will have __ this wall with red and white colour by next month. (paint)

The baker will be __ some cakes and muffins for Christmas Eve. (bake)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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leave

visit

complete

finished

going

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. playing

7. decorated

8. lend

9. leaving

10. travelling

Answers

11. going

12. eat

13. look

14. painted

15. baking

Part - II

Make meaningful sentences from the jumbled words using the correct form of Future Tense.

is/ he/ to/ going/ this/ succeed/ time/ his/ in/ time

will/ I/ some/ have/ tea/ chocolate/ with/ cookies

will/ Andy/ 25/ turn/ month/ this

children/ the/ be/sleeping/will/they/to watch/movie/a/late/tonight/as/plan

you/ will/ be/ please/ quiet/ some/ for/ time

will/ they/ help/ not/ us/ all/ at/ they/ as/ not/ are/ kind/ enough

will/it/today/rain/carry/an umbrella/you/with/so

will/ she/ talked/ have/ this/ about/ matter/ serious

will/ they/ be/ not/ to/ able/the/ attend/ seminar

students/ the/ work/ will/ hard/ the/ for/ exams/ final

will/ Jade/ meeting/ be/ very/ her/ soon/ friend / best

Will/ who/ the/ buy/ tickets/ the/ for/ show

baby/ the/ have/ will/ slept/ afternoon/ by/the

mechanic/ the/ be/ will/ the/ fixing/ car/ damaged

bus/ the/ be/ will/ late/ two/ by/ hours/ of/ because/ heavy / snowfall

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Answers
He is going to succeed this time in his exams.

I will have some tea with chocolate cookies.

Andy will turn 25 this month.

The children will be sleeping late tonight as they plan to watch a movie.

Will you please be quiet for some time?  

They will not help us at all as they are not kind enough.  

It will rain today, so carry an umbrella with you.  

She will have talked about this serious matter.  

They will not be able to attend the seminar.  

The students will work hard for the final exams. 

Jade will be meeting her best friend very soon.  

Who will buy the tickets for the show?  

The baby will have slept by the afternoon.  

The mechanic will be fixing the damaged car.  

The bus will be late by two hours because of heavy snowfall. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Part - III

The following sentences are incorrect. Rewrite them using the correct forms of Future Tense.

What time will you coming here tomorrow?

They will planning a vacation to Greece very soon.

The glass window break in the heavy storm.

Who will punished by the teacher?

I will stayed in this hotel for the next three days.

Nancy book a cab by herself.

The Prime Minister will be travel by chartered plane.

It will not rained today because the sky is clear.

How will you reaching the destination?

As soon as he enters this room, we had give him a surprise.

Sam will have surely help you with your problem.

The chief guest will arriving at any moment. 

The cats will drunk the whole bowl of milk.

Who will making the arrangements for the party?

The flowers will falling off the tree soon.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Answers

What time will you come here tomorrow?

They will plan a vacation to Greece very soon.

The glass window will break in the heavy storm.

Who will be punished by the teacher?

I will be staying in this hostel for the next three days.

Nancy will book a cab by herself.

The Prime Minister will be travelling by chartered plane.

It will not rain today because the sky is clear.

How will you reach the destination?

As soon as he enters this room, we will give him a surprise.

Sam will have surely helped you with your problem.

The chief guest will arrive at any moment. 

The cats will drink the whole bowl of milk.

Who will make the arrangements for the party?

The flowers will be falling off the tree soon.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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